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COVID-19 UPDATE 

& SURVIVAL 

06 May , 2020  

 

‘Update and Survival’ has reached a milestone today with Issue 40. As we share our final Issue 

with you, we trust it has been of use to everyone. We know that these publications have been 

shared far and wide and we, the PAAZA Executive, would like to thank each and every person for 

their wonderful messages of support and compliments – it has been our pleasure to compile these 

information sharing publications for you. 

Although this is the end of ‘Update and Survival’, we will continue to share daily statistics with 

you, our valued audience, as well as bring you latest developments in two new publications. More 

importantly, we will now intensify our efforts in assisting the wildlife industry in meeting 

compliance with new regulations both Nationally, Regionally and Internationally. PAAZA already 

has an Accreditation system that meets 100% of the global criteria and we will expand on this to 

incorporate latest (post lockdown) requirements. Already underway is the drafting of guidelines 

for staff and visitors for the wildlife industry as promised. 

Concluding theme - The new saying “I just want to get back to normal” is uttered every minute of 

every day since the advent of lockdowns. If this means “I want to get back to my old ways”, then 

the lesson and warning from nature that ‘the old way was headed for a disaster of monumental 

proportions’ has been lost on the human race!  

The result of the ‘Old Norm’ 

Maybe an example from another industry we all know very well, could serve as an example that 

evolution to a new way is not only necessary but is essential. As an Aviator, I see a huge parallel 

with the Aviation industry and why accident investigations are SO crucial. We are often asked why 

we are so morbid in that we will dig and dig, and analyse, and investigate every nut and bolt and 

 
https://sacoronavirus.co.za/ 

 
Send "hi" to +41 79 893 18 92 

on WhatsApp – English 
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relive the causes through workshops and discussions of an aviation accident until we find the root 

cause of any accident. The investigation and findings are then studied by aviators and the support 

mechanisms/structures for eternity. What is lost by those accusing us of being morbid is that by 

understanding what caused the accident, the whole industry can adapt and change to a ‘new 

normal’ which is safer and vastly improved from the ‘old norm’. It is this continuous evolution that 

has been responsible for the safe trans-global air travel as we know it today.   

Ironically, it is the advancements in aviation due to human demand for travel, that has enabled 

viruses and diseases to move so quickly globally. It is also aviation that is now leading the 

evolution to the ‘new normal’ by changing their operational processes and as such, playing their 

part in curbing the further spread of viruses and diseases. As is being said by many, many 

scientists, analysists, politicians ++, we ALL need to leave the ‘old norm’ behind and embrace the 

change to a ‘new normal’ -  JohnW 

This is further echoed in the sentiments of President Cyril Ramaphosa – “COVID-19 outbreak is 

giving us an opportunity, as humanity, to review our way of life and take forward all the 

important lessons we are learning into a new future.” 

And another call for change comes from WHO - At the same time, we must remember that 
millions of people around the world are not able to practice this most basic of precautions. Around 
the world, less than two-thirds of health care facilities are equipped with hand hygiene stations, 
and 3 billion people lack soap and water at home. 
This is an old problem that requires new and vastly increased attention.  
If we are to stop COVID-19 or any other source of infection, and keep health workers safe, we 
must dramatically increase investments in soap, access to water, and alcohol-based hand rubs. – 
WHO 
 
“While we are taking every possible step to tackle the Coronavirus outbreak, you’ll be surprised to 
know that this pandemic is affecting our environment in ways that will startle you.” While this 
situation is proving to be good for the environment, researchers and scientists are also worried 
that these numbers could rapidly spike up once things restore to previous normal. That is 
something we would certainly not want, however, only time will tell what lies in the future for us. - 
Kumar Shree 
 

 

Closing Thought is from HSRC: 

“The journey has begun, and we must arrive at our new destination. This is going to require 

some sacrifices on our part. That is what we all need to do – change the lyrics of our lives. We 

need to adapt; we need to change the way we do things and the way we think about things”.  

http://www.paaza.africa/
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PLANNING for POST LOCKDOWN 

Moving out of Lockdown – Biosecurity is key to the present and future  

 

 

 

As we move forward, let us embrace the ‘One Health Triad’ which includes ‘Planetary Health’. 

In doing this, let us make BIOSECURITY the cornerstone of our operations and in EVERY aspect of 

our lives – BIOSECURITY is not optional. 

Good biosecurity helps to keep wildlife, people and domestic animals safe and healthy by 

minimising the impacts of disease on individual animals and wildlife populations. Everyone who 

works with, or interacts with, wildlife has a role to play in wildlife biosecurity. Lapses in 

biosecurity can have serious or catastrophic consequences for individuals, populations, species 

and ecosystems.  – Australian National Wildlife Biosecurity Guidelines 

As we evolve into the ‘New normal’, let us integrate Biosecurity and One Health within our facilities.  

 

 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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As previously shared through Education, the following infographic says it all: 

 

PAAZA offers exclusive to PAAZA Members and affiliated wildlife facilities 

Since there are a number of these, we decided to combine them under one section: 

PAAZA can be the conduit for all your new business ideas - If this is something you would like to embrace, 

please send your ideas to johnw@zoosafrica.com and if there is a big enough uptake, we will create a new 

section of www.paaza.africa  

Appeal notices - To further assist bona-fide ‘In Controlled Environment’ facilities, PAAZA has created a 

section on www.paaza.africa is dedicated to posting appeal notices from African facilities in distress. Your 

appeal notice should be in either .png or .jpeg format. The notice should not be larger than 2meg. An 

example, UWEC, has been posted on PAAZA FB. 

Sourcing equipment – Through it’s technical partner, PAAZA will be sourcing equipment and supplies in 

bulk to particularly address the new biosecurity regulations. 

Should you be interested in any of the above, please send an email to the Executive office: 

johnw@zoosafrica.com  

 As we all prepare for this mammoth task of readiness, PAAZA will continue to source equipment 

and where necessary, develop protocols/guidelines to assist the wildlife industry. Remember, YOU 

are NOT alone – together we WILL learn to deal with this new way of life. Let the ‘One Health 

Triad’ be your guiding light.   

http://www.paaza.africa/
mailto:johnw@zoosafrica.com
http://www.paaza.africa/
http://www.paaza.africa/
mailto:johnw@zoosafrica.com
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Closing thought is from Dr Mark Schipp Australian Chief Veterinary Officer Department of Agriculture and 

Water Resources:  

“Good biosecurity practices can minimise disease spread, protecting health in individual animals, 

people and free-ranging wildlife populations and should be an important part of the endeavours 

of all wildlife workers in Australia..” 

 

 

 
 
KEEPER CORNER – The importance of an animal keeper/carer 

“I’m not pretending that an animal in a zoo is not in captivity, but clearly there is a continuum from 

zoos and wildlife parks, to game reserves, national parks and protected areas. Degree of care and 

degree of enclosure make the idea of ‘captivity’ fluid and not absolute. What I would state with 

absolute confidence is that for many species (but no, not all) it is perfectly possible to keep them in 

a zoo or wildlife park and for them to have a quality of life as high or higher than in the wild. Their 

movement might be restricted (but not necessarily by that much) but they will not suffer from the 

threat or stress. A lot of very nasty things happen to truly ‘wild’ animals that simply don’t happen 

in good zoos and to cast a life that is ‘free’ as one that is ‘good’ is, I think, an error.” 

“So a good zoo will provide great care and protection to animals in their care” – Dr Dave Hone 

The highlighted sentence is where YOUR passion and dedication for animals is so important. As 

the animal keepers/carers YOU are the human species that ensures the care, protection, security 

of the animals in your care – their WELFARE. There is a series dedicated to welfare on the PAAZA 

mobile app dedicated to animal keepers/carers: 

 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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We would like to re-iterate A call-out to Animal Keepers/Carers – we need YOUR valued 

observations of the animals in your care at this time please. 

In an effort to add value to your observations as an animal keeper/carer and identify common  

trends in our animals in this changing world, we would like YOU to share your observations with 

the PAAZA Executive office. This is NOT a daily report but rather a casual note. 

 

Contact details: You can either sms or send a Whatsapp to: 0832279918 or if you want to send a 

longer note: johnw@zoosafrica.com An example of a typical message: ‘I have noticed a massive 

decrease in our Gibbon species vocalisation – Kara, LPZ’ or ‘The birds in my aviaries are very quiet 

– Esther, BFW’ 

 

Note: Your name and facility will NOT be used for any other purpose other than to follow-up on changes 

post lockdown. This is valuable information in further understanding wildlife in controlled environments 

and how we can best apply the 5 Domains.    

  
 

Thank You to those animal keepers/carers that have already registered on ‘Keeper Corner’ and 

also those who have sent their observations – greatly appreciated. 

 

Under PAAZA, you have the platform to share and grow your ideas through – ‘Keeper Corner’. 

 
Information - ‘Keeper Corner’ is a fully fledged portfolio under PAAZA dedicated to providing guidance and 

information for the specific activities of animal keepers/carers. With the dedicated assistance of Kara, Lory 

Park, in conjunction with the Executive office, our initial task is to update/clarify the database. To assist us 

in doing this, we need you to please register via the PAAZA mobile app. By downloading the app, you will 

also have access to all the ‘free to view’ information. 

 

 Closing Thought:  You are the custodians of incredible creatures – share your interconnectivity. 
 

 
SITUATION REPORTS 
 

SOUTH AFRICA      
       https://www.gov.za/coronavirus/guidelines  

 
 

 

As of 6 May 2020,  the National Institute for Communicable Diseases, a division of the National Health 

Laboratory Service, confirms 279 379 people have been tested in both public and private sectors. 

http://www.paaza.africa/
mailto:johnw@zoosafrica.com
https://www.gov.za/coronavirus/guidelines
https://www.gov.za/coronavirus/guidelines
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Caution: The rise in positive cases needs to be conceptualised with the increased number of tests done "It 

is also important to note that the observed epidemic growth rate is a function of testing coverage, criteria 

for testing and social distancing interventions," - Dr Harry Moultrie, a senior medical epidemiologist NICD. 

This can be seen below:  

Testing data 4 May 2020 

 

 

Testing data 5 May 2020 

 

 

Testing data 6 May 2020 

 

 

 

We were asked: “So what is the actual number of infected right now?”. We went on the search and found 

this graph. It plots Positive cases minus Recovered and deaths. We hope it is informative. 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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New transport regulations effective 6 May 2020 - The government has gazetted new regulations 

regarding transport which stipulate that public transport can only operate between 05:00 and 

19:00. Previously, public transport could run from 05:00 until 20:00, with a “grace period” until 

21:00 to complete a journey. 

 

Covid-19 infection rates accelerate amid ‘uncertainty’ about biology, lockdown interventions 

One of government's top epidemiologists says there is "considerable uncertainty" over the spread of the 
coronavirus and the effectiveness of the state and people's interventions to slow the spread of Covid-19. 

Dr Harry Moultrie, a senior medical epidemiologist at the National Institute for Communicable Diseases 
(NICD), is a key member of the ministerial advisory committee (MAC) and is intricately involved in mapping 
and modelling the spread of coronavirus. 

He said it was expected parts of the country's healthcare system would be overwhelmed as a result of an 
expected "rapid increase in the number of Covid-19 cases over the next few months". “It would take a few 
more weeks until a proper study on the effectiveness of the lockdown could be conducted,” Moultrie added. 

Analysis of coronavirus data reported by the Department of Health shows this increase has already begun. 
As of the past week, Covid-19 cases are rising at the highest rate since the outbreak began on 5 March. 

"We anticipate the number of Covid-19 cases will increase rapidly in the next few months. The national and 
provincial health departments are preparing the healthcare system to respond to the increase … however, it 
is unfortunately likely that the health-system capacity will be overwhelmed in some areas of South Africa 
during the next few months," Moultrie said. 

While increased infection rates have long been predicted, the easing of lockdown effective as of 1 May, saw 
more than one million people returning to work and some retail shops being allowed to reopen. "As 
contact rates between people increases as a result of the necessary easing of the lockdown, the epidemic 

http://www.paaza.africa/
https://www.businessinsider.co.za/what-are-the-lockdown-car-and-taxi-rules-2020-5
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growth rate will increase. There, however, remains considerable uncertainty regarding both biological 
aspects of SARS-CoV-2 transmission and the quantitative effectiveness of interventions by the government 
and individuals to decrease transmission," Moultrie said. 

But, crucially, the data is not showing the infection rate - the rate at which the virus is spreading - and no 
official data is speaking to the number of people tested positive from those found during screening. 

 
Gauteng prepares for 'worst-case scenario' by adding more hospital beds, wards 
 
Due to the increasing number of Covid-19 cases in Gauteng and the winter season fast approaching, the 
provincial government has added more hospital beds and wards in a bid to be prepared for the "worst-case 
scenario" during the pandemic. 

 
 
SAB may be forced to destroy 400 million bottles of beer - Yes, you read that correctly. 
 
SA Breweries (SAB) – owner of Castle Lager, Hansa, and Black Label – says it may be forced to destroy more 
than 130 million litres of beer - equals roughly about 400 million bottles of beer - if it is not allowed to 
transport the brew to its depots. The transport of alcohol – apart from alcohol for export – is currently 
illegal under South Africa’s lockdown regulations. 
 

Ironically this report coincides with the announcement from France below (Global news). 

 

 

British American Tobacco South Africa, the largest player in the country's cigarette market, says it will not 

be pursuing legal action in an attempt to force the state to permit the sale of cigarettes.  

At the start of May the company described government's decision to continue the ban on the sale of 

tobacco products under level 4 restrictions as "bizarre and irregular".  

"We have taken the decision not to pursue legal action at this stage but, instead, to pursue further 

discussions with government on the formulation and application of the regulations under the Covid-19 

lockdown," it said in a statement.  

BATSA said it has received a response to a letter sent at the end of April to the National Command Council, 
and was "convinced that by working together we can find a better solution that works for all South Africans 
and removes the threat of criminal sanction from 11 million tobacco consumers in the country". 

The tobacco company, which sells the brands Peter Stuyvesant, Kent, Lucky Strike and Dunhill, and has a 
78% share in South Africa's legal cigarette market, did not say what the letter said.  

 

BATSA reiterated its view that "illicit traders are the only beneficiaries of the ban on tobacco sales". 

"Whilst BATSA supports the government in its mission to prevent the further spread of the virus, we believe 

it is vital that there is a renewed and stronger effort under Level Four to permanently close down the illegal 

supply lines of tobacco that have been established over the past number of weeks. Reopening the legal, 

taxed and regulated tobacco market must be part of the solution." On Tuesday, commissioner of the SA 

Revenue Service, Edward Kieswetter, told Parliamentarians that cigarettes were still being bought and sold 

illicitly despite the lockdown. 

 

A separate legal action by the Fair Trade Independent Tobacco Association to compel the state to 

reintroduce the sale of tobacco products is set to be heard in court as early as next week. BATSA is not a 

member of FITA. The association, in court papers lodged earlier in the week, argued there is "no basis to 

contend the prohibition of cigarette and tobacco products is related to combating the Covid-19 virus".  

 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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AFRICA 
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UGANDA 

 

 

 

KENYA 

Kenya's health minister announced on Wednesday that one suburb of the capital Nairobi, as well 

as a part of the port city of Mombasa, will be cordoned off due to skyrocketing cases of 

coronavirus in those areas.  

http://www.paaza.africa/
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DRC Congo 
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Please remember: Although we are all consumed by Coronavirus and COVID-19, we must not 

loose sight of the fact that there are other crises within our region and globally.  

 

 

 

GLOBAL 

NEWS 

Swedish officials on Wednesday said the country, which has taken a softer approach to curbing the spread 

of the new coronavirus, was nearing 3 000 deaths from Covid-19. The country has not imposed the kind of 

extraordinary lockdowns seen elsewhere in Europe, instead opting for an approach based on the "principle 

of responsibility". 

Russia has reported the largest number of new daily cases of the coronavirus in Europe with the total 

number of infections now exceeding 150 000 and deaths nearing 1 500. 

 

UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson said Wednesday he could begin to ease a nationwide coronavirus 

lockdown next week, but warned he would do nothing that would risk a new surge of cases. 

 

Germany is planning an almost complete return to normality in May, with schools and shops reopening and 

the return of top-flight Bundesliga football matches, Chancellor Angela Merkel said Wednesday. 

 

France will discard 10 million litres of beer - four Olympic-sized swimming pools full - due to expire, which 

could not be consumed because people are in lockdown, a brewers' association said. 

Morocco launches fleet of drones to tackle virus from the sky - Morocco has rapidly expanded its fleet of 

drones as it battles the coronavirus pandemic, deploying them for aerial surveillance, public service 

announcements and sanitisation. 
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Data as reported by national authorities by 10:00 CET 6 May 2020  

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) Situation Report – 107 

SITUATION IN NUMBERS total (new) cases in last 24 hours  

 

Globally   3 588 773 cases (71 463) 247 503 deaths (4102)  

Africa           33 973 cases (1403)             1202 deaths (90)  

Americas   1 507 148 cases (29 701)      81 070 deaths (1480)  

Eastern Mediterranean  221 230 cases (7854)           8290 deaths (175)  

Europe   1 593 828 cases (27 179)                         147 780 deaths (2178)  

South-East Asia           76 998 cases (4310)           2821 deaths (139)  

Western Pacific         154 884 cases (1016)             6327 deaths (40)  

WHO RISK ASSESSMENT Global Level Very High 

 
 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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HIGHLIGHTS  

  
It has been 20 years since the inception of the Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN), a 

close WHO partner which has responded to emergencies in 85 different countries, including the COVID-19 

pandemic.  

The WHO Regional Director for the Americas, Dr. Carissa F. Etienne, warned that reducing social distancing 

measures “too soon could accelerate the spread of the virus and open the door for a dramatic upsurge or 

for spread to adjacent areas”.  

In the ‘Subject in Focus’, we provide details on a webinar that WHO hosted yesterday to find out more 

about how young people are contributing to the COVID-19 response and how they see their future in a 

post-pandemic world. 

 

SUBJECT IN FOCUS: Learning from the youth of today 

As the COVID-19 pandemic has left communities around the world reeling, young people have mobilized 

their networks and placed themselves firmly in the forefront of the COVID-19 response. WHO hosted a 

webinar on 5 May, with 808 participants from around the world, to find out more about how young 

people are contributing to the COVID-19 response and how they see their future in a post-pandemic 

world.   

The panellists included representatives from the Global Health Workforce Network Youth Hub (GHWF 

Youth Hub), the International Federation of Medical Students’ Association (IFMSA) representing 1.3 million 

students; the Global Shapers representing over 9000 youths; and the #MOREVIRALTHANTHEVIRUS global 

movement with hubs in over 100 countries.   

The representative from GHWF Youth Hub highlighted the fact that all over the world young people have 

stepped up to respond to COVID-19. She spoke about the many healthcare students who have been drawn 

into delivering care, assisting in contact tracing and working for COVID-19 hotlines and call centres. The 

representative from IFMSA shared inspiring stories of how young people have helped their own 

communities by developing technology-driven solutions such as apps to support the delivery of supplies to 

vulnerable, isolated people; and the creation of an online dashboard to monitor university and school 

closures around the world while linking online training and alternative learning resources to areas of need. 

The representative from the #MOREVIRALTHANTHEVIRUS movement described how they started as a 

group of medical students but soon realized that all students everywhere were affected, and all had 

something to share and give.   

Young people have an unparalleled potential as networkers and amplifiers of information. At the beginning 

of the pandemic there was a lack of youth-focused communication; this prompted young people around 

the world to share information. With extensive global networks, digital know-how and creativity, youth 

organizations and movements can rapidly detect rumours, identify common information needs and 

disseminate accurate information. WHO’s European region (EURO) has a successful ongoing collaboration 

with the Global Shapers in Denmark to do just this and IFMSA is collaborating with the Infodemic 

Management Team of the WHO Information Network for Epidemics (EPI-WIN) to crowdsource fact-

checking and myth-busting worldwide.   

There was a collective sense at the close of the webinar that young people living through the COVID19 

pandemic will emerge an empowered generation: a generation that values solidarity and collaboration. The 

representative from the Global Shapers stated: "It was fantastic to see youth organizations and 

movements all around the world taking the initiative and solving different problems that have arisen due 

to COVID-19. Thanks to this session, I have personally reached out to some of them to see how we can 

collaborate and amplify our efforts together as one." 

 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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We know there are a tremendous amount of statistics out there but we aim to give you the 

overall picture. We will add new graphs intermittently within the report. 

Please note: the global stats below EXCLUDE China 

 

A big increase in new cases BUT also a big increase in recoveries 

EDUCATION 

Some information from PAAZA development: 

   

http://www.paaza.africa/
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CLOSING MOMENTS 

PAAZA has also developed some creative ideas for your use to enable you and your facilities to 

make a conservation difference. Why not visit: http://www.zoosafrica.com/activities-for-

lockdown.html and http://www.zoosafrica.com/nature-survival-action.html (this one also 

available on mobile app). 

A magical moment in time as only nature can provide 

 

 

The End 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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